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1 The approach ENEMED-IT 
 Think-tank science-based  

Mission 

      Implementing an instrument aimed at following the 
evolution of the energy system in the Mediterranean region 
with a holistic, integrated and perspectival vision. 
      
  
     Coordination and sinergy with the maritime field of 
maritime research will play a key role in the analyses carried 
out in this new project on energy. 

in collaboration with Joint Research Center 
of the European Commission 
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Global energy context: EU facing the US & China 

Energy transition in the Mediterranean Area 

Energy transition in the Mediterranean  
as a way to reach European sustainability goal 
 
  

European energy mix changing 

Italy as a bridge between Europe and the MED 

Data final recap and conclusions 



4 Global outlook: EU more import dependent than the US and China 
But more efficient in consumption 

Source: IEA 

GDP China 13.4 Trillion $ 

GDP USA 20.6 Trillion $ 

GDP EU-28 18.7 Trillion $ 



5 European Union vs top energy areas  
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8 European Countries energy dependence 

Source: SRM on IEA, 2019 

Dependence from abroad is also high in countries with nuclear power generation such as France.  
Among the major European countries, Italy shows the highest level of energy dependence: 78% 
 



9 EU electricity generation mix 

Source: SRM on latest available data EUROSTAT, 2019 

Over the last 20 years, the use of oil and coal has declined, while natural gas has increased. 
Renewables are on the rise.  

2,861 TWh 
3,222 TWh 



10 Electricity generation mix: Italy vs main partners 

Italy: significant  
use of gas and 
renewables. 
Nuclear not used. 

Spain:  
balanced mix. 

Germany: 
significant use  
of coal and 
renewables. 

France: great 
use of nuclear.  
Low contribution  
of gas. 

Source: SRM on latest available data EUROSTAT, 2019 

TWh 



11 The contribution of renewables 
 

In Italy, solar is the main 
contributor. 

Wind is the second 
generation source. 

Geothermal also 
contributes to the 
electricity generation mix. 

 



12 Innovation in technology: a key for the future 

Top countries of origin 
by number of patents issued 

13% US 

29% 
China 

18% 
EU-28 

Source: SRM on WIPO, 2019 

Japan 25% 

Production, distribution, trade  Manufacturing Data in € bn and % 

Electricity 
production 

Electricity 
transmission 
and trade 

Engines, 
generators, 
transformers 

Electricity 
distribution 

Wiring 
Lighting 

Other 



13 MED & MENA countries account for 20% of global fossil-fuel 
production 

Saudi Arabia, Iran and Iraq produce 

63% of oil 
In the area 

Iran and Qatar produce 

50% of gas 
In the area Source: SRM on British Petroleum, 2019 

3 countries (Saudi Arabia, Iran and Iraq) hold 70% of global oil reserves. 

Iran and Qatar hold over 68% of gas reserves. 



14 These countries are heavily dependent on fossil 
fuels…. 
 

Source: SRM on British Petroleum, 2019 

MENA countries are characterised by an 
almost exclusive use of oil&gas which 
account for 45% and 53% respectively of 
total primary energy consumption. 

The use of the remaining sources is limited 
to just 3% in total. 

WORLD 



15 ... But renewables in the MENA Region are now a “mission 
possible” 

Several MENA countries are focusing on solar and wind power as a means to fulfill rising electricity 
demand, so as to reduce dependence on energy imports.  

Source: SRM on British Petroleum, 2019 

Growth rate 2018/2017 
34% 

IEA forecast 2019-2024: renewable capacity growth + 29 GW 



16 Italy: an energy Hub between Europe & the Med 
Italy imports crude oil from eastern countries (Azerbaijan 
first, then Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Russia and Libya); and it 
exports refined products to western countries (Spain the 
first, and then the US, Tunisia and the Netherlands). 

 Italy’s maritime oil import-export amounts to € 52.7 bn 
(crude imports hold a more significant share equal to € 31 
bn, while exports of refined products amount to € 21.5 
bn). 

Oil and Gas pipelines link Italy with South and East Med 
countries.  

Ports play a strategic role as energy gateways. Refineries 
or access points to transport infrastructure for 
hydrocarbons are usually located near ports. 

Grid interconnections with EU countries are a key to low-
carbon future: a challenge to exploit the renewables 
produced in the MENA countries. 

TRIESTE 

GENOA 

NAPLES 

BARI 

TARANTO 

Energy ports hub and pipelines 
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Green New Deal and EU energy transition goals will be fully achieved only if North 
African Countries are supported in developing renewables and if we invest in grid 
interconnection.   

Natural Gas can be a sort of buffer to move toward energy transition. By 2030 it could 
be the second source of the global energy mix, before coal. 

To become a global leader in energy transition, Europe should invest more in 
tecnology innovation of electrical and storage machinery, batteries, energy sistem 
network. We must not forget to invest for exploring new technologies like hydrogen. 

The Mediterranean region is a liquid frontier between North Africa (which has half of 
the oil and 44% of gas reserves globally) and Europe which represents a significant 
place of energy demand. From that point of view Italy has a strategic role to link 
Europe and North Africa. 

 

 

Conclusions: some key remarks 
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STATIC DOCUMENTS AND REPORTS 

o Provide a periodical picture of the energy 
situation (supply, exchanges, final uses, 
operational and planned infrastructures, 
etc.) of the area 

o Investigate and discuss aspects related to 
specific emerging scenarios or 
technologies  

From static to dynamic & live thinking 
INTERACTIVE DYNAMIC SCIENCE-BASED TOOLS 

o Dynamically track along time the evolution of 
the energy systems in the area 

o Assess the multi-dimensional impacts  
of this evolution on the different interacting 
dimensions through proper KPIs and scenario 
analyses 

Photovo

enemed.com

Code 1
Province Adrar

والیة أدرار

Area km² 439,7
mi² 169,8

Population (2008) 399,714

Density
(2008)
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Logged as:  EB/PoliTO - ID. 02351

SYNERGY: Interactive tools can be a “dynamic” evolution of static reports, but can also “feed” 
them through ad hoc analyses and allow the creation of “dynamic” reports through 
computational narrative techniques 
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